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Data  which had previously been published by several authors (Ohl- 
man, 1958; Pratt, 1942; Ohaver, 1933; Smith, 1943; Cox, 1947; Griffith, 
1949; Gaines, 1956; Luhn, 1958) to describe the statistical character- 
istics of English words was examined to show the extent of their agree- 
ment. In addition, a detailed empirical study was made of two special 
types of English word: subject words and proper names. The data for 
the subject words and proper names was compared with previously 
reported ata on subject words, proper names, and continuous text 
material. The statistical parameters which were measured and com- 
pared are: the distribution of initial letters, the distribution of 
terminal letters, the composite or total distribution of letters, the dis- 
tribution of characters for each letter position, the distribution of 
bigrams, and the distribution of word lengths. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Frequency distributions and bigram distributions of English words 
were required by the authors as supporting information for a study of 
methods for systematically abbreviating written English words. 1 Pre- 
viously published frequency distributions were derived primarily from 
studies of continuous text material and were not representative of the 
data which was to be used as subject material for the abbreviation 
study. In addition, no information was available to describe the letter 
distributions for each position within a word. An empirical study of a 
relatively large collection of words was subsequently initiated, and the 
1 Some work in this area has already been done by Barrett, 1960; Bemer, 1960; 
Frishberg, 1960; Newcombe, 1959; Taunton, 1960; Remington Rand (undated), and 
Bloomer, 1874. Additional work in the study and processing of natural languages 
has been done by Blair, 1960; Burton, 1955; Chapanis, 19M; Frumkina, 1959; 
Korolev, 1958; Mandelbrot, 1954; Evans, 1960; Miller, 1957 and 1958; Newman, 
1951, 1952, 1960; Oettinger, 1954, 1957; Shannon, 1951; West, 1953; Yngve, 1956; 
Zipf, 1935, 1949. 
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results of that study are reported in this paper. Character distributions 
for each letter position within a word were derived in order to show how 
the character usage changed with the letter position within the word. 
These distributions by letter position were obtained both for a sample 
of subject words and for a sample of proper names. A total distribution 
of letter usage was also obtained for both types of data. In addition, 
the frequency of occurrence of bigrams (adjacent letter pairs) was 
obtained for both types of data. Generally, this study determined the 
statistical nature of two special populations of English words (proper 
names and subject words) and compared these statistics with results 
which had been collected by other workers for more general samples of 
English words (continuous text and telegraphic text). However, with 
the exception of some work by Ohlman, no corresponding literature 
could be found for subject words and proper names to describe the 
frequency distributions by letter position, and the distributions of word 
lengths. The derived data and the comparisons are described in more 
detail in subsequent sections. 
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA BASE 
The one source of English words for this study was a list of 2082 
different single-word escriptors (e.g., "magnetic," optical") which 
were used to index a collection of technical documents at Stanford 
Research Institute. This sample did not represent the entire descriptor 
dictionary, since multiple-word escriptors (e.g., "aerodynamic heat- 
ing" or "black body") were not. considered for this analysis. In all eases, 
the analysis tarted with the full and correct spelling of the words. That 
is, no truncated words or abbreviations were included in the material 
for analysis. 
The second source of material for this study was a list which repre- 
sented the entire 1959 student registration of Stanford University. 
Each of the names was initially restricted to a total of 25 characters, 
including spaces, and consisted of at least the last name, as well as 
some combination of the first and middle (or more) names, and their 
prefixes (in that order). Tile names were basically more awkward to 
work with than the subject words, and a simplification was made by 
editing each name to remove all spaces and special characters (e.g., 
hyphens) and compressing it to form a single long word of 22 letters 
or less. The original name list contained 8207 names, and included 23 
duplicates. 
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I I I .  DISCUSSION 
A. INITIAL LETTER USAGE FOR TEXT MATERIAL AND SUBJECT WORDS 
Table I describes five different rankings by  usage of init ial letters. 
Three different studies of continuous text mater ia l  show re lat ively good 
correlat ion among themselves, with complete agreement hat  T, A, 
and 0 are the three most popular  characters for init ial  letters. Two differ- 
ent  studies of subject  words also show re lat ively good correlat ion be- 
tween each other, with complete agreement that  S, P, and C are the 
three most popular  characters for init ial  letters. Taken as a group, the 
rankings for subject  words are different han the rankings for continuous 
TABLE I 
COMPARATIVE RANKING BY FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF INITIAL 
LETTERS IN ENGLISH WORDS 
Subject words Subject words Continuous text Continuous text Continuous text 
(Bourne-Ford) (Ohlman, p. 92) (Pratt, p. 258) (Ohaver, p. 27) (Smith, p. 153) 
S C T T T 
P S A A O 
C P O O A 
T A S S W 
A B W H B 
D M I I C 
M T H W D 
R R C C S 
B E B B F 
I F F P M 
E D P F R 
F G M D H 
H H R M I 
L I E R Y 
G L L E E 
W N N Y G 
N W D N L 
O O U L N 
V V G U P 
J U Y G U 
U J J V J 
K K V K K 
Q Q Q J 
Y Y K Q 
Z Z X Z 
x X z X 
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text, with the degree of difference noted in the Table. It should be 
intuitively obvious that there would be a difference, primarily because 
of the relatively large number  of prepositions and other small words 
(e.g., a, and, in, is, the, to, with, etc.) which appear in continuous text. 
B. INITIAL LETTER USAGE FOR PROPER NAMES 
It, was of interest o study the distr ibut ion of initial letters in proper 
names because of the help that  this information can be in setting up 
TABLE II 
COMPARATIVE RANKING BY FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF INITIAL 
LETTERS IN PROPER ~AMES 
(Bourne-Ford a) (Bourne-Ford b) (Ohlman, p. 93) (Cox et al., p. 69) 
B S S S 
S B B B 
5d M M M 
H H H H 
C C C C 
W W D W 
It R G R 
L G K P 
P L L L 
G P R G 
D D P D 
K F W F 
F K A K 
T T F T 
A A T A 
J J E E 
E E N J 
N N V N 
O O J V 
V V O O 
Y I I Y 
I Y Z I 
Z Z U Z 
U U Y U 
Q Q Q Q 
X X X X 
Note:  
a Based on a detailed study of 8207 names. 
b Based on an independent, but less-derailed study of approximately 63,000 
nariles. 
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many types of administrative procedures (e.g., allocating filing space, 
code design, establishment of equal quantities of names for registration 
or accounting purposes, etc.). Table I I  shows that four different studies 
were in relatively good agreement, with complete agreement that B, S, 
M, H, and C are the most popular characters for initial letters. 
C. TERMINAL LETTER USAGE FOR TEXT 2VlATERIAL AND SUBJECT WORDS 
Table I I I  describes four different studies of terminal etter usage in 
English words. The three studies which examined continuous text had 
complete agreement that E, S, D, T, and N were the most popular 
characters for terminal etters, and had relatively good agreement for 
TABLE I I I  
COMPARATIVE I~ANKING BY FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF TERMINAL 
LETTERS IN ENGLISH WORDS 
Subject words Continuous text  Continuous text Continuous text 
(Bourne-Ford) (Pratt, p. 258) (Ohaver, p. 28) (Smith, p. 153) 
E E E E 
N S S S 
1~ D T T 
S T D D 
T N N N 
L Y g R 
Y F 0 Y 
D R Y F 
C 0 F L 
G tt L 0 
M G G G 
K A tI H 
A L M A 
K M W K 
P K K M 
0 P P P 
X C A U 
Y W C W 
B U X 
F X B 
I I U 
V B I 
Z J J 
Q Q Q 
J V V 
U z Z 
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TABLE IV 
COMPARATIVE I~ANKING BY COMPOSITE a I~REQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE 
OF LETTERS IN ENGLISH WORDS AND PROPER £NI-AMES 
Continuous Continuous Continuous Continuous 
Subject words text (Pratt, text (Ohaver, text (Griffith, text (Smith, Proper names 
(Bourne-Ford) p. 252) p. 25) p. 426) p. 153) (Bourne-Ford) 
E E E E E E 
I T T T T A 
I~ A A A 0 R 
0 0 0 0 A N 
A N N N N L 
T P~ I I I 0 
N I S S g I 
S S t~ 1~ S S 
L H H H tt T 
C D L L D H 
P L D D L D 
M P C C C M 
D C U U W C 
U M P M U B 
H U F F M G 
G G M Y F U 
Y Y W W Y W 
B P Y G G Y 
F W B P P J 
V B G B B K 
K V V V V P 
W K K K K F 
X X Q x x v 
z J x J Q z 
J Q J Q z x 
q z z z z Q 
These are all composite samples which did not consider the position of the 
letters within the words. 
the remainder of the characters. The rankings for the study of subject 
words was distinctly, but  not radically, different from the other three 
rankings. All the studies agreed that  E was the most common terminal 
letter. 
D. COMPOSITE LETTER USAGE FOR TEXT MATERIAL, SUBJECT WORDS, 
AND PROPER NAMES 
Table IV describes ix different studies of the composite rankings of 
letter usage, that is, rankings which describe the relative frequency 
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NOTE: THIS COMPOSITE 
DISTRIBUTION IS BASED ON 
THE 16,91~ LETTERS OF 2082 
SUBJECT WORDS. 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
~,, J I.- 
I- K 
J L 
_o M 
I.-. N i.l.i 
m 0 
R 
S 
T 
U 
RANK 
A 5 
B 18 
C IO 
D 15 
I 
19 
16 
15 
2 
25 
21 
9 
12 
7 
4 
II 
26 
3 
8 
6 
14 
V 20 
W 22 
X 23 
¥ 17 
Z 24 
0 5 I0 15 
PERCENT OF TOTAL 
OCCURRENCES 
NOTE: THIS COMPOSITE 
DISTRIBUTION IS BASED ON 
THE 141,190 CHARACTERS OF 
8207 FULL NAMES. 
rr" 
W 
I-" 
I.- 
W 
-'r" ¢, 
J 
RANK 
B 14 
C 13 
O 
E I 
F 22 
G 15 
H 10 
I 7 
O 19 
K 20 
k 5 [ 
M 12 
N 4 I 
0 6 I 
P 21 
Q 26 I 
R 3 I 
S 8 ; 
T 9 
U 16 I 
V 25 
W 17 
X 25 
Y 18 
Z 24 
0 5 I0 15 
PERCENT OF TOTAL 
OCCURRENCES 
FIG. 1. Composi te  d istr ibut ions and rankings for the  a lphabet ic  let ters  in sub- 
ject words and people's  names. 
of occurrence of the total collection of letters, regardless of their par- 
tieular letter positions. The four studies of continuous text material 
show remarkably good agreement, and unanimously conclude that E, T, 
A, O, and N are the most popular letters. The studies of the subject 
words and the proper names differ from each other and from the rank- 
ings for eominuous text material. The only point of complete agree- 
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ment by all six studies was the fact that E was the most popular letter. 
A more graphic comparison of the composite distributions for subject 
words and proper names is given in Fig. 1, which shows the actual 
frequencies ofusage as well as the rankings. 
E. CHARACTER USAGE BY" LETTER POSITION FOR SUBJECT WORDS 
Figure 2 illustrates the rankings and frequency distributions for the 
characters of subject words within a particular letter position (i.e., the 
frequency distribution for the initial letter of the word, the second letter 
of the word, etc.). The study was continued out to the 22nd letter posi- 
tion, but was not plotted beyond the 10th letter position since the 
validity of the data decreased as the sample size decreased. However, 
it should be noted that the distributions after the 10th letter position 
looked very similar to the seven distributions which immediately pre- 
ceded them. Figure 2 shows some very interesting patterns. It should 
be noted that the distributions ofthe first, second, and possibly the third 
letter positions have relatively unique patterns, and that the remaining 
letter positions generally have the same pattern. In the second letter 
position, the vowels are the most common characters (ranked E, O, A, 
I, R, U). Excluding the R, this group of five characters accounts for 
over 61 percent of the letter usage of that position. 
F. CHARACTER USAGE BY LETTER POSITION FOR PROPER NAMES 
Figure 3 illustrates the rankings and frequency distributions for the 
characters of proper names within a particular letter position. In the 
same manner as the subject words, the distributions of the first and 
second letter positions have relatively unique patterns, while the re- 
mainder of the letter positions have much the same pattern of distri- 
bution. The vowels dominate the second letter position of proper names, 
as they did with subject words. In this case, the vowels (A, O, E, I, U) 
account for over 70 percent of the character usage of the second letter 
position. There is general agreement between the patterns for corre- 
sponding letter positions of subject words and proper names. 
G. COMPOSITE BIGRAM ~ANKINGS FOR TEXT ~V[ATERIAL, SUBJECT 
WORDS, AND PROPER NAMES 
Table V describes a portion of seven different studies and rankings 
of bigram occurrences. The five different studies of continuous text and 
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TABLE V 
COMPARATIVE I:~A_NKING BY COMPOSITE a FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF 
THE MOST COMMON b ]~IGRAMS IN ENGLISH WORDS A_ND PROPER 
NA~ES 
Military Continuous Continuous Subject Proper 
Continuous telegraph text Continuous text words names 
text (Pratt, (Pratt, (Gaines, text (Smith, (Ohaver, (Bourne- (Bourne- 
p. 260) p. 260) p. 218) p. 153) p. 26) Ford) Ford) 
TH T I t  TH TI t  T t I  ER  ER 
HE AN HE ER HE ON AR 
AN RE  AN ON ER T I  AN 
RE  HE IN AN IN IN ON 
ER ON ER RE AN TE LE 
IN IN RE  HE ON AT EN 
ON ER ES IN RE RA LL 
AT AT ON ED AT RO HA 
ND TO EA ND ED IO EL 
ST OU T I  HA ST AN NE 
ES OR AT AT ND OR RO 
EN ND ST EN ES IC AL 
OF TA EN ES HA RE IN 
TE  EN ND OF OF TR MA 
ED ES OR OR EN AL R I  
OR NT TO NT OR EN CH 
T I  T I  NT  EA AS AR LI  
H I  HA_ ED T I  NT  NT RE 
AS ST IS TO T I  LE TH 
TO RO AR IT  TO ET  BE  
AR AR OU ST IT NE AM 
OU CO TE IO EA R I  ES 
IS TE  OF LE NG ST IL 
IT IT  IT  IS OU IT RT 
LE ME HA- ON AR ES RD 
NT TT  SE A-R ET CO RA- 
R I  OM ET AS H I  LA LA 
SE VE AL DE TE DE OR 
HA- UR R I  RT RO ME IC 
A-L ED NG VE NE LI  TE  
a These rankings did not consider the position of the letter pairs within a word. 
b The bigrams which consisted of a letter and a space were not considered for 
these rankings. 
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88.2 % 
! ~  SOURCE, 2082 SINGLE-WORD OESCRIPTORS- 
,=h i  
Ilmnmllll- 
 IIIIlll 
 IIIIII 
NUMBER OF CHARACTERS PER DESCRIPTOR 
FIG. 4. Distribution of subject word lengths 
telegraph text were similar in many respects (e.g., complete agreement 
that TH was the most common bigram). The bigram rankings for sub- 
ject words and proper names were different from each other (except 
for agreement that ER was the most common bigram) and somewhat 
different from any of the other five rankings. However, it is more diffi- 
cult to make a quantitative judgment of the degree of similarity between 
bigram rankings than it is for the ranking of single alphabetic characters. 
Complete descriptions of the bigram frequencies of occurrence for 
subject words and proper names are given in Tables VI and VII, re- 
spectively. Complete descriptions of the bigram rankings for subject 
words and proper names are given in Tables VIII and IX, respectively. 
H. DISTRIBUTION OF SUBJECT WORD LENGTHS AND PROPER NAME 
LENGTHS 
The distribution of subject word lengths and the proper-name word 
lengths are illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. This information 
is useful for code design, and for the planning of some mechanized 
data handling operations. 
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SOURCE A STANFORD UNIVERSITY STUDENT REGISTRATION 
LIST OF 8207 NAMES 
I , I  I 
NOTE: THE NAMES HAVE BEEN RESTRICTED 
TO ATOTAL OF 22 CHARACTERS. 
INCLUDING THE LAST NAME AND 
AS MUCH OF THE REMAINING 
NAME AS POSSIBLE NO SPACES OR SPECIAL 
- -  - - -  CHARACTERS ARE INCLUDED i I 
I 2 S 4 S 6 7 S 9 I0 II 12 13 IA 15 16 17 IS ]9 20 21 22 23 24 
NUMBER OF CHARACTERS PER FULL NAME 
FIG. 5. Distribution of proper name lengths 
IV. SUMMARY 
In general, the usages or statistical characteristics of the alphabetic 
letters is markedly different for the three different applications of English 
words considered here (continuous text material, proper names, and 
subject words). Several indepel~dent studies of continuous text material 
show good agreement for a number of characteristics, and suggest hat 
the reported ata is a good representation f the nature of continuous 
text material. 
For subject words (two studies) S, P, and C were the three most 
popular initial letters. For continuous text (three studies) T, A, and 
O were the three most popular initial letters. For proper names (four 
studies) B, S, M, H, and C were the most popular initial letters. 
For subject words (one study) E, N, R, and S were the most popular 
terminal etters. For continuous text (three studies) E, S, T, and D 
were the most popular terminal etters. 
For subject words (one study) E, I, R, and O were the most popular 
letters. For continuous text (four studies) E, T, A, O, and N were the 
most popular letters. For proper names (one study) E, A, R, and N 
were the most popular letters. 
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For subject words and ploper names (one s~udy each) the first, second, 
and possibly the third letter positions had relatively unique character 
distribution patterns, and the remaining letter positions generally had 
patterns that closely resembled each other. 
For subject words (one study) the most popular bigrams were ER, 
ON, TI ,  and IN. For continuous text and telegraph text (five studies) 
TH, AN, HE, and RE were some of the most popular bigrams. For 
proper names (one study) the most popular bigrams were ER, AR, AN, 
and ON. 
For single-word descriptors, the study of this particular data col- 
lection showed that over 95 percent of the vocabulary could be repre- 
sented by 13 characters. For proper names, the study showed that 
approximately 95 percent of the names eould be represented by 25 
characters. 
REeEWED: December 1, 1960. 
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